
Session #1 Target 6959 8843  

Bilogical, wavywith hint of man made ideograms.. preliminary S2 of black, red, soft, silky, oily, 

polished, centered, smudged, curved, liquid, paste like , dim, hazy, reflective AOL - Black BG with Red 

centered Man made, black, angular, boxy, smooth, reflective, polished, "pressed on to".. some 

bubble like surface, reflective .. melted looking idea, slight bumpy raised parts ... feel of flat AI - Feel 

of bubbly surface, like when paint burns or melts... like air bubbles but black AOL - Liquid, black 

angular object, bubbles, photograph Man made has a tilted feel.. light reflection off it... very dark ... .. 

run my hand over it feels like bubble surface... its brighter further away.. not sure if inside some 

place like a room idea of define edge.. keep getting oil like texture.. AOL - Painting, gallery AOL - 

Bubbly feel like digital paint... abstract .. CGI.. REMINDS me of computer generated images I viewed 

in past.. not that it was not real but altered in some way... man made feel but that's not the purpose 

of target Am I being tested? Conf Bk 

Session #2 target 6959 - 8843  

Man made ideogran with hint of a wavy.. S2 preliminarys black red orange tinge again.. cloudy 

outline, dull, shady, blotchy, centered, silky, shiny .. blurry AOL - Blood , flower, covid 19 AI - Feel I'm 

in some dim dark place with some red orange hue that's centered near it Man made feels angled, 

edgy, flat, vertical, rectangular, long, some nebulous hues on it or near it .. have a light feeling , sense 

of distance but not sure AOL - Galaxy, black object, photograph Reminds me of Archange Gabrial 

session , in that it was elusive , dim dark and cloudy Some radiant, but low light ,red ish tinge in dark 

background.. has a sheen to it Flat, smooth, polished, reflective, rectangle, "bordered".. AI - Like a 

negative of a photo or film reel Has a wavy, rolling, curving aspect Move to time when this red tinge 

in darkness is optimium viewing - Brown, orange, outside, dark, glowing , misty... Ei - Feel of a 

presence.. something here.. non physical or orb like in nature.. hmm ? Apparition like idea, ghost like 

image , misty and cloudy in appearance - Conf-Bk Hard to nail down 

 



 


